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Bossa Nova (Part 1/3)
In 1959, an unassuming guitarist/vocalist named João Gilberto
from the Brazilian state of Bahia started a quiet revolution
with his recordings “Chega de Saudade (No More Blues)” and
“Desafinado (Off Key)” on the Odeon label. They featured
arrangements by a young native of Rio de Janeiro, Antonio
Carlos Jobim. Gilberto’s whisper-toned, Afro-Indian-influenced
Portuguese vocals complemented his unique guitar style, which
ingeniously reduced and resyncopated the samba’s intricate
polyrhythms down to the most essential beats.
Jobim expanded Gilberto’s harmonies with French impressionist
chord progressions. He also codified the guitarist’s unique
rhythmic approach into a catchy combo rhythm similar to the
Cuban clave, which left room for improvisation. In
“Desafinado” Gilberto sang a line that’s translated as …”it’s

the bossa nova. It’s very natural…” and thus unwittingly gave
birth to a new style of music destined to win over the world.
Bossa nova (literally “new thing”) became the name of this
seductively syncopated sound of love that peaked in popularity
in the mid-’60s. Today, the music is enjoying a resurgence of
interest not only in classic bossa nova recordings being
reissued on CD but also in recent bossa nova recordings,
including those by a new generation of Brazilian artists who
add hip hop, drum ‘n’ bass beats and LP samples to the
traditional bossa nova sound.

Vinicius Cantuaria
(2001 – Album)

–

Vinicius

Tracklist:
[00:00] 01. Clichê Do Clichê [05:02] 02. Ela É Carioca [09:49]
03. Aqua Rasa [13:37] 04. Ordinária [18:33] 05. Quase Choro

[23:19] 06. Rio [27:27] 07. Normal [31:53] 08. Nova De Sete
[36:38] 09. Irapurú [41:24] 10. Cajú [45:41] 11. Insects Are
Black [49:55] 12. Rio

Vinicius Cantuaria
Singer, guitarist, composer, drummer, and
percussionist, Vinicius Cantuaria is a well-known
Brazilian musician in the sphere of Bossa Nova and
Jazz.
Born in Manaus, Amazonas, he grew up in Rio de Janeiro, and
after several successful records, he moved to New York in the
mid-90s. He has proved himself in a number of fields, directly
or indirectly linked to Brazilian music. Leader of the rock
band “O Terco”, he released six albums in Brazil in the 80s
and with his album “Sol na Cara” (Grammavision), was a pioneer
of the neo-Brazilian music in 1996. He then became one of the
most important downtown New York figures, multiplying
collaborations with artists as eclectic as Brian Eno, Laurie
Anderson, Brad Mehldau, Arto Lindsay
As a composer, Cantuaria has had many successes, with “Lua e
Estrela” (recorded by Caetano Veloso in 1981), “Coisa Linda,”
“So Você,” and “Na Cançao”; as a sideman, he has performed
with Caetano Veloso, Chico Buarque, to only name a few.
In New York, he has released five internationally recognized
studio albums “Sol Na Cara”, “Ê“,”ÊVinicius”, “Horse & fish”,
“” and signed an artist contract with Naïve in 2008 which
released his album “Cymbals”, recorded with top New York
musicians, Brad Mehldau, Michael Leonhardt, Dave Binney, and
Erik Frielander… Keeping his New York musicians for «ÊSamba
cariocaÊ» (2010), Vinicius Cantuaria successfully returned to
his Brazilian roots which once again proved to be numerous.
Indeed, in addition to his usual New York team (Brad Mehldau,
Bill Frisell), Vinicius was this time surrounded by an

impressive line-up of Brazilian musicians from all trends and
different backgrounds : Arto Lindsay, who produced the album,
veterans like Joao Donato or Marcos Valle, and younger
musicians, like Dadi or Sidinho.
Vinicius, who owns his studio in New York and frequently
travels to Brazil, works every day and progresses in small
steps, hence the impression of a simple, melodic, and obvious
music, yet so sophisticated.
2011 saw the release of the brilliant and multi-rewarded album
«ÊLagrimas MexicanasÊ», a duet with Bill Frisell. Skillfully
crafted over more than five years by two long-time
collaborators, this magnificent album clearly revealed itself
as a marvel of elegance, musicality, and purity, recommended
to the widest audience, which was quickly captured.
With «ÊIndio De ApartamentoÊ» (Indian in the Apartment –
2012), his newest album, he confirms this trend and goes even
further in brevity and purity, while maintaining an exemplary
singularity towards Bossa Nova world. Dedicated to the memory
of his mother, who died last year, this solumn and serious
album, continues the trend started with “Samba Carioca”,
blending New York/cosmopolitain musicians (Bill Frisell,
Ryuichi Sakamoto) with Brazilian ones (Dadi, Limihna) while
subjecting them to record increasingly varied and different
compositions.
Certainly more compact, dense, tighter and pure, sometimes
minimalist like in the wonderful “Purus” where Vinicius
performs at the same time vocals, guitar, keyboard and loops,
this album is almost open to variety with the presence of
Norah Jones on piano, the very beautiful “Pe Na Estrada” a
duet with Bill Frisell, but especially in “This Time”, a
brilliant duet with Jesse Harris (Once Blue, Norah Jones….),
perfect for radios, and which illuminates this album with the
sparkle of diamonds.

According to Vinicius, Indio de Apartamento “came about from
the mix of the raw sound from guitars, acoustic piano,
percussion and voice with the electronic sound from computers.
These two sonoric mixes together with the harmonies, melodies
and lyrics created a unique-Brazilian-universal atmosphere”.
Again, the result is a magnificent album, of incredible
subtlety and full of contrasts, of great unity and remarkable
diversity, with a pure and completed classicism. Almost a
classic, in a modern world.

Antonio Carlos Jobim
It has been said that Antonio Carlos Brasileiro de Almeida
Jobim was the George Gershwin of Brazil—and there is a solid
ring of truth in that, for both contributed large bodies of
songs to the jazz repertoire, both expanded their reach into
the concert hall, and both tend to symbolize their countries
in the eyes of the rest of the world. With their gracefully
urbane, sensuously aching melodies and harmonies, Jobim’s
songs gave jazz musicians in the 1960s a quiet, strikingly
original alternative to their traditional Tin Pan Alley
source.
Jobim’s roots were always planted firmly in jazz; the records
of Gerry Mulligan, Chet Baker, Barney Kessel and other West
Coast jazz musicians made an enormous impact upon him in the
1950s. But he also claimed that the French impressionist
composer Claude Debussy had a decisive influence upon his
harmonies, and the Brazilian samba gave his music a uniquely
exotic rhythmic underpinning.
As a pianist, he usually kept things simple and melodically to
the point with a touch that reminds some of Claude Thornhill,
but some of his records show that he could also stretch out
when given room. His guitar was limited mostly to gentle
strumming of the syncopated rhythms, and he sang in a modest,
slightly hoarse yet often hauntingly emotional manner.

Born in the Tijuca neighborhood of Rio, Jobim originally was
headed for a career as an architect. Yet by the time he turned
20, the lure of music was too powerful, and so he started
playing piano in nightclubs and working in recording studios.
He made his first record in 1954 backing singer Bill Farr as
the leader of “Tom and His Band” (Tom was Jobim’s lifelong
nickname), and he first found fame in 1956 when he teamed up
with poet Vinicius de Morales to provide part of the score for
a play called Orfeo do Carnaval (later made into the famous
film Black Orpheus).
In 1958, the then-unknown Brazilian singer Joao Gilberto
recorded some of Jobim’s songs, which had the effect of
launching the phenomenon known as bossa nova. Jobim’s
breakthrough outside Brazil occurred in 1962 when Stan Getz
and Charlie Byrd scored a surprise hit with his tune
“Desafinado”—and later that year, he and several other
Brazilian musicians were invited to participate in a Carnegie
Hall showcase.
Fueled

by

Jobim’s

songs,

the

bossa

nova

became

an

international fad, and jazz musicians jumped on the bandwagon
recording album after album of bossa novas until the trend ran
out of commercial steam in the late ’60s.
Jobim himself preferred the recording studios to touring,
making several lovely albums of his music as a pianist,
guitarist and singer for Verve, Warner Bros., Discovery, A&M,
CTI and MCA in the ’60s and ’70s, and Verve again in the last
decade of his life. Early on, he started collaborating with
arranger/conductor Claus Ogerman, whose subtle, caressing,
occasionally moody charts gave his records a haunting
ambiance.
When Brazilian music was in its American eclipse after the
’60s, a victim of overexposure and the burgeoning rock
revolution, Jobim retreated more into the background,
concentrating much energy upon film and TV scores in Brazil.

But by 1985, as the idea of world music and a second Brazilian
wave gathered steam, Jobim started touring again with a group
containing his second wife Ana Lontra, his son Paulo, daughter
Elizabeth and various musician friends.
At the time of his final concerts in Brazil in September 1993
and at Carnegie Hall in April 1994 (both available on Verve),
Jobim at last was receiving the universal recognition he
deserved, and a plethora of tribute albums and concerts
followed in the wake of his sudden death in New York City of
heart failure. Jobim’s reputation as one of the great
songwriters of the century is now secure, nowhere more so than
on the jazz scene where every other set seems to contain at
least one bossa nova.
Composer Antonio Carlos Jobim AKA Tom Jobim was born on
January 25, 1927 in Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. He showed
a natural curiosity towards music early on and at age 13
discovered an old piano in his parents’ school and started
experimenting with sounds and notes. Although he took some
private piano lessons he was for the most part self-taught. At
age 20 he gave up on his original plans to become an architect
and devoted himself completely to music. He started his career
in 1952 playing piano in small cafés around the city.
His early musical influences included the legendary composer
Pixinguinha, Claude Debussy and jazz. In 1954, he cut his
first record with his band called “Tom and His Band” backing
the singer Bill Farr. The same year he apprenticed to arranger
Radames Gnatali from whom he learned the rudiments of
arranging and shifted careers and for a while and became an
arranger for local singers.
In 1956, he collaborated with poet and diplomat Vinicius de
Moraes on an operetta entitled Orfeo do Carnaval that opened
to great acclaim at the Metropolitan Opera House in Rio. The
French director Marcel Camus transferred it to the big screen
under the title Black Orpheus. The film was honored by the

Cannes Film Festival with a Palme D’Or in 1959.
His first hit was Felicidade from this operetta. The song
gained immense popularity when Billy Eckstine added English
lyrics to it in the late 1950s. Moraes and Jobim also teamed
up on other hits including Girl from Ipanema and Agua de Beber
among others. In 1958 Brazilian guitarist and vocalist Joao
Gilberto released a record of Jobim songs that marked the
beginning of the bossa nova phenomenon.
1962 marked an important change in Jobim’s career when he
broke out into the world scene after Stan Getz popularized his
tune “Desafinado”. He and his colleagues were invited to
perform at Carnegie Hall, and the popularity of the bossa nova
took off. From 1962 till the end of the 60s, various jazz
musicians recorded multitude of bossa nova albums. Jobim
himself, in addition to becoming one of the most recorded
composers, cut several albums for a variety of labels often in
collaboration with Claus Ogerman.
The 1970s and 80s marked a time of low popularity for jazz and
for Brazilian music due to the rock explosion. Jobim returned
to Brazil and worked on TV and film scores. By 1985 though
bossa nova and Brazilian music experienced a renaissance and
Jobim started touring again, performing up to few months
before his death in New York City of heart failure on December
8, 1994.

Watch “Wave” by Antonio Carlos Jobim (1967)
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